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SIGNALING THROUGH SPACE WITHOUT

WIRES*

By W. H. Prekcb, C.B., F.R.S.

Sciknck has conferred one great benefit on mankind.

It lias supplied us with a new sense. We can now see

the invisible, hear the inaudible, and feel the intangi-

ble. We know that the universe is filled with a homo-

geneous continuous elastic medium which transmits

heat, light, electricity, and other forms of energy from

one point of space to another without loss. The dis-

covery of the real existence of this "ether" is one of

the great scientific events of the Victorian era. Its

character and mechanism are not yet known by us.

All attempts to "invent" a perfect ether have proved

beyond the mental power of the highest intellects. We

can only say with Lord Salisbury that the ether is the

nominative case to the verb "to" undulate." We must

be content with a knowledge of the fact that it was

created in the beginning for the transmission of energy

in all its forms, that it transmits these energies in defi-

nite ways and with a known velocity, that it is perfect

of its kind, but that it still remains as inscrutable as

gravity or life itself.

Any disturbance of the ether must originate with

some disturbance of matter. An explosion, cyclone or

vibratory motion may occur in the photosphere of the

sun. A disturbance or wave is impressed on the ether.

It is propagated in straight lines through space. It

falls on Jupiter, Venus, the earth, and every other

planet met with in its course, and any machine, human
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or mechanical, capable of responding to its undulations

indicates its presence. Thus the eye supplies the sensa-

tion of light, the skin is sensitive to heat, the galvano-

meter indicates electricity, the magnetometer shows

disturbances in the earth's magnetic field. One of the

greatest scientific achievements of our generation is the

magnificent generalization of Clerk-Maxwell that all

these disturbances are of precisely the same kind, and

that they differ only in degree. Light is an electro-

magnetic phenomenon, and electricity in its progress

through space follows the laws of optics. Hertz proved

this experimentally, and few of us who heard it will

eye," as Lord Kelvin called Hertz's resonator, to

another. If electric waves could be reduced in length

to the forty-thousandth of an inch, we should see

them as colors.

One more definition unci our ground is cleared.

When electricity is found stored up in a potential

state in the molecules of a dielectric like air, glass or

gutta percha, the molecules art! strained, it is called a

charge, and it establishes in its neighborhood an elec-

tric field. When it is active or in its kinetic state in a

circuit, it is called a current. It is found in both states,

kinetic and potential, when a current is maintained in

a conductor. The surrounding neighborhood is then

found in a state of stress, forming what is called a

magnetic field.

In the first case the charges can be made to rise and

fall and to surge to and fro with rhythmic regularity,

exciting electric waves along each line of electric force,

at very high frequencies, and in the second case the

currents can rise or alternate in direction with the

same regularity, but with very different frequency, and

originate electromagnetic waves whose wave fronts are

propagated in the same direction.

The first is the method of Hertz, which lias recently

been turned to practical account by Mr. Marconi, and
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about 250 millions per second. The distance at

which effects are produced with such rapid oscillations

depends chiefly on the energy in the discharge that

passes. A 6 in. spark coil has sufficed through 1, 2, 8,

up to four miles, but for greater distances we have

used a more powerful coilâ€”one emitting sparks 20 in.

Jong. It may also be pointed out that the distance in-

creases with the diameter of the spheres, A and B, and

it is nearly doubled by making the sphere solid instead

of hollow.

The Receiver.â€”Marconi's relayâ€”see Fig. 2â€”consists

of a small glass tube four centimeters long, into which

two silver pole pieces are tightly fitted, separated from

each other by about half a millimeterâ€”a thin space

which is filled up by a mixture of fine nickel and silver

filings, mixed with a trace of mercury. The tube is

exhausted to a vacuum of four millimeters and sealed.

It forms part of a circuit containing a local cell and a

sensitive telegraph relay. In its normal condition the

Fig 3

metallic powder is virtually an insulator. The parti-

cles lie higgledy-piggledy, anyhow in disorder. They

lightly touch each other in an irregular method, but

when electric waves fall upon them they are "polar-

ized," order is installed. They are marshaled in serried

ranks, they are subject to pressure; in fact, as Prof.

Oliver Lodge expresses it, they "cohere"â€”electrical

contact ensues, and a current passes. The electric re-

sistance of Marconi's relayâ€”that is, the resistance of

the thin disk of loose powderâ€”is practically infinite

when it is in its normal or disordered condition. It is

then, in fact, an insulator. This resistance drops some-

times to 5 ohms, when the absorption of the electric
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waves by it is intense. It therefore becomes a con-

ductor. It may be that we have in the measurement

of the variable resistance of this instrument a means of

determining the intensity of the energy falling upon it.

This variation is being investigated, both as regards

the magnitude of the energy and the frequency of the

incident waves. Now such electrical effects are well

known. In 1866 Mr. S. A. Varley introduced a light-

ning protector constructed like the above tube, but

made of boxwood and containing powdered carbon. It

was fixed at a shunt to the instrument to be protected.

It acted well, but was subject to this coherence, which

rendered the cure more troublesome than the disease,

and its use had to be abandoned. The same action is

very common in granulated carbon microphones like

Hunning's, and shaking has to be resorted to decohere

the carbon particles to their normal state. Mons. E.

Branlyâ€”1890â€”showed that copper, aluminum, and iron

filings behaved in the same way. Prof. Oliver Lodge,

who has done more than any one else in England to

illustrate and popularize the work of Hertz and his

followers, has given the name "coherer" to this form

of apparatus. He has much improved it. Marconi

"decoheres" by making the local current very rapidly

vibrate a small hammer head against the glass tube,

which it does effectually, and in doing so makes such

a sound that reading Morse characters is easy. The

same current that decoheres can also record Morse sig-

nals on paper by ink. The exhausted tube has two

wings which, by their size, tune the receiver to the

rig 4.

transmitter. Chicking coils prevent the energy escap-

ing. The analogy to I'rof. Silvanus Thompson's wave

apparatus is evident. Oscillations set up in the trans-

